Now, as high-tech companies are reinventing and transforming for the digital age, they need an Integrated Supply Chain ecosystem across the organization.

**Market Forces**

**Consumer Expectations**

**Corporate Objectives**

**Building a Successful Supply Chain Control Tower**

- Let’s make it happen.
- Disseminating Information & Action Plans
- Root-Cause Analysis
- Real-Time Visibility
- Dashboards
- Alarms generation

- Monitoring Execution & Compliance
- Simulations, What If Scenarios
- Risk Analysis & Response Mgmt.

- Continuous Improvement
- Execution
- Root-Cause, Intelligence and Rapid Response
- Alarms generation

- Execution
- Compliance
- Rapid Response

**Beyond the Supply Chain**

The impact of the supply chain control tower can be felt across the entire company. The approach offers critical steps for high-tech companies to succeed in today’s dynamic marketplace.

**Teardown Silos Between Functions**

**Improve Integration of Efforts**

**Increase Communication & Cooperation**